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ABSTRACT. Let F[G] be a group algebra of a finite p-group G over the field

F = GF(p). If G ~ H, then clearly F[G] sa F[H\. However, it is not known

whether the converse is true. The answer for metacyclic p-groups, p > 3, is

given.

Let p be a prime, G—a finite nonabelian p-group and F = GF(p)—the field with

p elements. In this note we study the following isomorphism problem: Whether the

isomorphism of group algebras F[G] and F[H] implies the isomorphism of groups

G and H. In [4] it was given the positive answer to this question for all p-groups

of order at most p4. Here we prove the following

THEOREM.   If G is a metacyclic p-group, p > 3, and F[G] ~ F[H], then G ~ H.

Our result depends on some lemmas. We use standard notation, see [3, 5].

LEMMA 1. Let N be a normal subgroup of a finite p-group G. If I =

w{F[N\)F[G\, then In = uj(F[N])nF[G]. Moreover, if m, i = l,...,t, form a

basis of the space u(F[N])n and {1 = gi,..., gs} is a right transversal for N in G,

then mgj, i = 1,..., t, j = 1,..., s, form a basis of the space In.

The proof of the first part is by an easy induction on n. The second part is

obvious.

For any finite p-group G let {^i(G)} be the Brauer-Jennings-Zassenhaus ^#-

series of a p-group G defined by ^#i (G) = G and for n > 2

Jtn[G) = (^n_i(G),G)^(G)(p),

where i is the smallest integer satisfying ip > n.

LEMMA 2. If G' is the commutator subgroup of G, then the factor groups

^i(G')/^i+i(G') for alii are determined by F[G].

PROOF. By proof of [5, 14.2.7i] the factor groups Jfi(G')/Jfi+i(G') are deter-

mined up to isomorphism by

fj=dimFu,(F[G']y/uJ(F[G']y+1

= |^7|dimFW(F[G'])^F[G]/a;(F[G'])^1F[G].

Since w(F[G'])F[G] as an ideal generated by the subspace [F[G],F[G]], is deter-

mined by F[G] and |G: G'\ = dimF F[G]/w(F[G'])F[G] the result follows from

Lemma 1.
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By the proof of [5, 14.2.7Ü] we obtain then

COROLLARY l. IfG' is cyclic, then the isomorphism class of G' is determined

by F[G]. In particular, if F[G] c* F[H] and G' is cyclic, then H' is cyclic too.

Remark now that if G is a metacyclic p-group, then by the inclusion (Jün(G), G)

C Jtn{G)W we have Jt2{G) = G^) = Jt3(G) = ■■■ = Jtp{G), J^P+i(G) = • •■ =

Jtp3 (G) = G^p ) and so on. Thus we have

COROLLARY 2. If G is a metacyclic p-group then the exponent of G is deter-

mined by F[G].

LEMMA 3.   If G is a finite p-group with G' cyclic, then for every integer n > 1

u(F\G'(pnî])F[G] = (oj(F[G'])F[G])pn.

PROOF. Let G' = (g). Elements g-l,(g- l)2, ...,{g- l)0^"1 form a basis of

uj(F[G']) [5, 3.3.3]. So w(F[G'])"" C u{F[G'^)F[G] C oj(F[G'])p" F[G] and then
by Lemma 1 u(F[G"-pn)])F[G] = (w(F[G'])F[G])p".

Let now Qi(G) = (x G G\xp = 1). We shall say that G is a pi-group iff xp = yp

implies (xy~1)p — 1 for all x,y G G. Let wi(F[G]) be the ideal of F[G] generated

by all elements a G F [G] satisfying ap = 0.

LEMMA 4 [1, LEMMA 3]. If G is a pi-group and for all g G G gp G Z(G),

then oji(F[G]) = w(F[H])F[G], where H = Oi(G).

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let F[G] ~ F[H], where G is metacyclic p-group

and p > 3. First we show that H is metacyclic. Let G and H be the factor

groups G/G'(p\ H/H'M respectively. Since by Lemma 3 (u>(F[G'])F\G])p =

u)(F[G'W])F[G\ we have

F[G] c FlG]/(u(F[G'])F{G])p * F[H]/(oj(F[H'])F[H])p » F[H].

The group G satisfies the assumption of Lemma 4, so

üJi(F[G]) = u(F\ni(G)])F[G].

By the obvious inclusion ui(F[üi(H)])F[H] C <jJi(F{H]) we have then

\H/iii(H)\ = dimFF[H/ni(H)] = dimFF[H] - dimFüj(F[rii(H)])F[H]

> dimFF[77] - dimFoji(F[H]) = dimF F[G] - dimF wx(F[G])

= dimFF[G/ni(G)] = |G/ni(G)|

which implies |f2i(i/)| < |rii(G)| = p2. Hence, since H is nonabelian and p > 2,

|Qi(H)\ = p2. Now, by [3, III.11.6] H is metacyclic. But we have assumed that

p > 3 and from Corollary 1 H' is cyclic, that is H'M = $(H')i3(H). So_by ]3,

III.11.3] H is metacyclic too. The fact that H is metacyclic and more, that G ^ H,

one can obtain also from [6, Theorem 6.25].

Now let G be generated by elements x, y with defining relations

(1) xpm = l,        ypn=xpk,        y~1xy = xr

with suitable integers m,n,k and r [3, III.11.2]. The isomorphism of G and H we

prove by induction on the order of (x) n (y). So assume first that the generators

x, y of G satisfy

(2) xpm = l,    ypn =1,    y-1xy = xr,
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that is (x) n (y) — 1. We proceed by induction on the order of G'. The case

|G'| = 1 is known [5, 14.2.7h]. Since H is metacyclic the isomorphism of G and H

for |G'| = p follows immediately from [1, Lemma 4 and Corollary of Theorem 2].

This is also the special case of [6, Theorem 6.25]. Let us assume now that |G'| = ps,

where s > 1. We have Oi(G') = G'(p°_1), so by Lemma 3

F[GM(G')] » F{G}/(v(F[G'})F[G]y-1

~ F[H]/(u(F[H'])F[H])p"1 s* F[H/üi(H')]

and by the induction G/Qi(G') s H/Qi(H'). Since G/üi(G') is generated by
x = xfii(G'), y — yüi(G') with relations

xp       =1,     2/p   = 1,     y  lxy = T

there exist generators u, v of H such that

upm~\vp" GQi(H'),        v-luv~uT (modiîi(#'))•

Let ft € Ui(H') be such an element that v~luv — urh, and suppose Qi(H') is

not a subgroup of (u). Then (tt, v) = ti_1t)-1ut; = ur~1h is a generator of //'

and (u,v)p — (uT~1h)p = iip(r-1). But H' is cyclic and \H'\ > p so that we have

ííi(ff') < ((«^)p> = (ttp(r_1)) < (u). A contradiction. Thus V.i(H') = (upm"'>

and vp G (up ), v~xuv — ur+tp for suitable t. Suppose that i>p ^ 1. If

n > m, then exp(G) = pn < pn+1 = exp(7/) which by Corollary 2 is impossible.

If n < m then one can choose an element ui of (u) such that up = vpn. Now

replacing v by i>i = fUj"1 we have //" = (w,t>i), vp = 1 and uf 1uwi = u-1uu. The

isomorphism of G and i7 follows now from [2, Lemma 8].

Suppose now that x and y are generators of G with the defining relations (1), the

possible smallest order of (x) n (y) and (x) n (y) ^ 1. Remark that the order of y

must be greater than the order of x. Otherwise, using standard considerations one

can replace y by an element yi such that (x,yi) = G and (x) n (yi) = 1. Assuming

G/üi(G') ~ H/Qi(H') as above we can choose generators u and v of H such that

iîi (7/') < (u) and

upm = \,    v-luv = ur+tpm~\    vp" =upk+spm-1

for suitable integers s,t. If fc < m - 1, then pk + spm_1 ^ 0 (modpm) and there

exist an element ui 6 (u) such that (u) = (ui),vp   = up   and v~ uiv = w,    p

So by [2, Lemma 8] G ~ //.   If pfc + sp"1-1 = 0 (modpm), then vp" - 1 which

implies exp(H) = pn < exp G. By Corollary 2 it is impossible. This completes the

proof.
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